
Maths TUTOR
Catch up, fill gaps, improve, get better!



What is TUTOR

• Online Tutor

• Finds your areas for development

• Focused improvement – specific to you

• From the basics of counting, all the way up to A-level Calculus!

• Available to anyone



What it offers
Each mathematical “idea” is made up of goals

This particular “idea” contains four goals. The number of goals can be different for other “ideas”



Each Goal contains the following 6 stages:

1) My goal – an overview of what is required

2) Readiness – Ensures prerequisite knowledge is secure before a moving a 
student on

3) Learn – teaches you the goal

4) Do – practice the questions yourself

5) Quiz – tests you have understood the goal

6) Remember  - an extra quiz which incorporates previously learnt topics as well

We will now look at each steps in more detail.



Goal



2) Readiness

Links to videos and quizzes 
for prerequisite knowledge. 
This is to make sure you are 
ready to learn the new goal



3) Learn

An instructional 
video which you 
can make notes 
to, and learn new 
content



4) Do

2 similar examples. The 
first takes you through 
how to answer the 
question.

Then you can pause the 
video and try the 
second example 
yourself

Then restart the video 
to see if you got it 
correct



5) Quiz

A quiz to complete on 
the goal you have just 
learnt.

If you achieve 80% or 
more, it marks it as 
complete.



6) Remember



Create an account

https://tutor.completemaths.com/register

It is fairly straightforward, but the next few slides have screen shots of 
the process.



https://tutor.completemaths.com/register

Click “Pupil” Enter our school code



Fill in your details and write 
them down so you don’t 
forget them! Maybe in your 
maths book?



Your homepage

When you log in you have 2 options:

1) Start Diagnostics

2) Add a course manually



1) Diagnostics

You start a “diagnostic quiz”.

As you get questions correct it makes

the quiz harder

As you get questions wrong it makes

the quiz easier. 

It will take around 20-40 minutes and work out your current maths level. It will then assign future 
tasks for you to do to fill in the gaps and improve.

This is great for general improvement, filling knowledge gaps you may have and improving your 
overall maths ability



2) Add a course manually

When you click on add a course manually you get 3 options:
• Topic
• Stage
• Target

The following slides explain each one in more detail



Topic

Here you can search

a particular topic you

want to work on.

This is great if you know which areas you struggle with, miss a block of 
lessons, or are revising for an upcoming assessment.



Stage

Here you can add a “stage”.
There are 13 stages, which 
contain 6 Parts in each one.

It is like going form Year 1 to
Year 13, and each part is a half
term.

The stages don’t match up exactly with Year groups and can be trickier to 
use, but ideal if you want to do a block of work on different topics of a 
similar level of difficulty.



Target

Here you can add a “Target”

which is relevant to you.

The most likely ones will be:

• Secondary Ready in Mathematics

(Covers all the maths you will need to

be confident with to be ready for secondary school)

• Mastering Grade ? at GCSE (There are 9 course aimed at each grade, these will help you 
focus your revision towards your target grade)

The target course are brilliant for those students who are revising for their exams and 
know what grades they are aiming for. Some of the Target courses titles may look 
unfamiliar – these will most likely be the Scottish qualifications that are also included!



Cost
This is a great package which will help improve your mathematics no matter what age or ability. For 
those students considering getting a tutor I would recommend trying this first.

Years 7-10 – This is ideal to fill any gaps you may have due to any disruptions, or an opportunity to 
feel more confident in your mathematics

Year 11 – Perfect to revise with!

And the cost….  £1 a week. 

The school has paid some money upfront so all students can get on and register for free. You then 
have two options:

1) Create a parent account, and link it to your account (info to follow later) and pay £1 a week in 
monthly instalments, or pay for the rest of the year upfront.

2) Continue to use it for free, without linking a parent account

We want as many students as possible to use this platform, and we don’t want cost to be a barrier. 
If you can afford £1 a week and recognise the value please do consider signing up, so we can 
continue to get this great offer. If the cost is a barrier, please don’t feel any pressure to pay and 
continue to use the platform free of charge.


